
 
                               The DP / FLEX Rule: 
 
-If used, the DP and FLEX must be listed on the line-up 
 prior to the start of the game.  If used, the role of the 
 DP/FLEX is never terminated. 
-A team can go from 10 to 9 to 10 players an unlimited 
 number of times throughout the game. 
-The FLEX player is listed #10 / at the bottom of line-up. 
-Draw an arrow if FLEX bats for DP; draw an arrow if 
 FLEX returns to FLEX position (defense only / #10 spot). 
-The DP and FLEX and their substitute(s) are locked 
 into the same spot in the batting order throughout the 
 game. 
-The DP can play defense at any position. 
-If the DP plays defense for a player other than the 
 FLEX, that player still bats / has not left the game. 
 (Draw a line through number of the defensive position). 
-The DP can never play defense only; the FLEX can 
 never bat only!! 
-The DP and FLEX can play defense at the same time. 
-Reminder: Each starter and each substitute can re-enter. 
-In the pre-game, make sure first and last names and 
 numbers are listed for all starters and substitutes. 
-Draw a line through starter’s name, number & position if 
 replaced by a substitute.  (List sub’s name, #, & position). 
-Cross off substitutes and their numbers as they enter the 
 game.   6   Smith     Circle all re-entries.  
-Draw an “X” through the circle of any player 
 who has used her re-entry / “is done.”  

TEAM       (Home Visitor) 

 
No. Player   Position  
19     1     Heidi Harris  6  
         Sub      
17     2    Ashley Able  4  
        Sub      
20     3   Tammy Thomas  8  
        Sub      
24     4   Jamie Jones  DP  8  9  
06    Sub   Stacey Smith  DP  
15     5   Angie Alexander  3  
        Sub      
22     6   Melissa Moore  2  
        Sub       
25     7   Christie Cooper  7  
        Sub       
07     8   Marcey Morris  5  
        Sub      
03     9   Rachel Rodgers  1  
        Sub      
18   10   Ginger Green  9  
       Sub      

Substitutes: 
 

 10 Heather Howell   
 04 Barb Baker   
 06 Stacey Smith   
 55 Brenda Brown   

 

Jamie Jones 


